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PROTEPO Systems-Integration Services 

An integrated system is like a building. It has a foundation, support columns, and a roof. 
Architecture inspires the PROTEPO integration methodology. We assemble, reconfigure and 
engineer the building blocks and deliver an SAP-centric integrated ecosystem. 

Client advocacy is the cornerstone of the architect’s role. PROTEPO architects spend almost all 
their time up front: listening to you , understanding the totality of the your  needs and 
resources, scrutinizing feasibility, forming a practical vision of a structure, and creating a 
blueprint. We believe that integration architecture and project management have to remain in 
sync throughout the life-cycle of the project. Otherwise, any design that does not comply with 
the project management constraints is simply an infeasible conception, destined to remain only 
on paper. PROTEPO architects together with project managers deliver solutions that address 
your requirements, on time, and within budget. 

PROTEPO system administration services for middleware and SAP Basis guarantee that our 
solutions will perform as they were designed. Our infrastructure-support services help you raise 
your business’s performance. Providing remote and in-house technology support, we create a 
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more cost-effective and responsive IT infrastructure—one that easily scales and adapts to 
business imperatives. 

PROTEPO techno-functional analysts are responsible for collecting the requirements of the 
integrated system and documenting them clearly and concisely. Complete and accurate 
specifications are paramount especially to middleware deployment projects. We build bridges 
between enterprise systems that may have been developed decades apart and integrate systems 
that were never designed to interface with each other. PROTEPO techno-functional analysts 
must identify gaps and achieve and document a conceptual understanding of business 
processes across disparate systems. Their specifications have a direct effect on the overall 
integration architecture.   

PROTEPO developers code the architecture. They turn elegant designs into robust solutions. Our 
SAP and middleware developers are cross-trained and experienced with combining their 
corresponding expertise. They embrace proven patterns and techniques and extend them with 
their own innovative thinking—delivering well-founded yet edgy solutions. The epitome of an 
outstanding SAP integration developer is his ability to make non-SAP and legacy applications 
perform as if they were native SAP components. And PROTEPO consultants strive to do exactly 
that. 

For PROTEPO, quality assurance is more than a concept. It is a discipline embedded into every 
aspect of our methodology. Careful and intense unit and integration testing, performance 
tuning, and thorough documentation are not afterthoughts. They are elements of our work, 
applied in every single phase of the project life-cycle. All of our consultants—from architects to 
developers—follow our process and are held accountable for their deliverables.  

PROTEPO Consulting-Services Delivery Approach 

PROTEPO in Greek means exemplar, an archetype, an original. We strive to solve problems by 
creating new exemplars. We embrace proven patterns and techniques, and we add our own 
innovative thinking, delivering new archetype solutions. And our methodology is the “Power of 
3E.” 
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Expertise in SAP and middleware technologies is embedded in the PROTEPO company DNA. Our 
approach is grounded, methodical, and disciplined. We are guided by consulting and 
engineering principles, which we apply and adopt according to your corporate culture and IT 
guidelines. 

PROTEPO consultants, integration architects, and project managers capably ensure clear 
communication and informed decision-making. The result is that projects stay on track, on 
time, within budget—and you, as our client, clearly see the business benefits that transpire.   

As a professional services organization, our consultants keep abreast of emerging technologies, 
of new engineering techniques, and of the latest open-source software. PROTEPO consultants 
exceed 10 years of professional experience, maintain their vendor certifications and regularly 
attend seminars.  

Since 2014 we have delivered successful SAP integration solutions for software vendors, as well 
as for companies from different industries. We have translated our years of experience into 
proven methods and approaches that take the guesswork out of implementation and achieve 
benefits from integrated systems faster.  

Wherever your company is positioned in the SAP lifecycle—whether you are deploying the SAP 
Business Connector or evaluating middleware systems, if you are considering upgrading your 
current SAP systems or modernizing your integration landscape—PROTEPO can be your 
systems-integration think tank. We guide you toward sound decisions so your business can 
realize the benefits of its investments. We work with you to understand your goals, and we have 
a clear vision of how to seamlessly design, deliver, and integrate systems that meet those goals.  

 

ABOUT PROTEPO 

PROTEPO is a systems-integration consulting company founded by former webMethods and SAP software 
engineers. From technical implementations to enterprise-wide transformations, the pillars of PROTEPO 
solutions are SAP NetWeaver and Business Connector, webMethods Integration Suite, and Java open source 
systems. We offer comprehensive consulting services, ranging from enterprise architecture to systems-
integration strategy development, from project management and implementation to continued 
optimization of live systems. 

 


